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Solna, Sweden

Swedish government (100%)

US$0.00 billion in 2022  
US$10.18 billion between 2016 and 2022
Profits are paid directly to the Swedish treasury ²

US$2.2 million for CEO Anna Borg (2022) ³ 

US$2.51 billion in dividend payouts in 2022; US$4.65 billion between 
2016 and 2022
US$0.00 in share buybacks in 2022; US$0.00 in share buybacks between 
2016 and 2022 (state-owned firm so no share buybacks) 

4.40 GW of installed wind capacity as of 2022 ⁴
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* Exchange rate based on IRS annual values: https://www.irs.gov/individuals/international-taxpayers/
yearly-average-currency-exchange-rates

Vattenfall — the Swedish word for waterfall — was created by the Swedish 
government in 1909 to build hydropower in Sweden.⁵ By the latter part of the 
twentieth century, Vattenfall started to expand, mostly in Europe but also as 
far away as Laos.⁶ It also became heavily involved in nuclear power generation 
in Sweden.⁷ By 2009, it had become a major force in Germany and the Neth-
erlands,⁸ with some operations in Denmark and the UK, by taking advantage 
of the privatisation of the electricity sector in those countries in the 1990s⁹ 
and 2000s.¹⁰ 

Today, most of its power is still hydropower and nuclear,¹¹ but it has started to 
invest heavily in wind and solar,¹² as well as controversial biomass energy,¹³ and 
‘district heating’ mainly from combined heat and power plants.¹⁴ Some of its big 
wind projects include Blakliden Fäbodberget in northern Sweden, turbines off 
the coast of Norfolk in the UK, Hollandse Kust West Sites VI and VII in the Dutch 
North Sea, and Kriegers Flak in the south Baltic Sea.¹⁵  

The impacts of its projects have long been scrutinised. According to Vattenfall, 
public consent was reached across Sweden around the Suorva dam in Stora 
Sjöfallet national park, the Älvkarleby, Porjus and Trollhättan power plants 
and the destruction of the Nämforsen falls in the river Ångermanälven in the 
1940s.  ¹⁶Outside Europe, the story is a little different. Vattenfall has been criti-
cised for its role in the design of the Theun Hinboun hydropower dam in Laos, 
which allegedly displaced thousands of people in the 1990s — the company 
held a 10 per cent ownership stake in the dam.¹⁷ Vattenfall was criticised 
by Danwatch in 2010 over the massive social and environmental impacts 
of the Cerrejón coal mine in Colombia, from which it imports millions of 
tonnes of coal. Danwatch argued that the mine and associated port and 
railroad were constructed by landgrabbing and the forcible removal of the 
indigenous Wayüu community of Tamaquito, as well as the Afro-Colombian 
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inhabitants of Tabaco in the province of Guajira — all beginning in the 1980s, 
with little or no compensation.¹⁸ Asked to comment, a Vattenfall representa-
tive pointed to a Human Rights Impact Assessment the company conducted 
and its follow up actions.¹⁹    

In recent years, Vattenfall has become a prominent supporter of ending fossil 
fuel production, setting a goal of reaching net-zero by 2040. ‘This is not our 
sustainability strategy’, Anna Borg, Vattenfall’s CEO, told business leaders and 
politicians in April 2021, ‘It's our business strategy. And it is sustainable.’ ²⁰

However, Vattenfall appears to often simply sell off coal assets to other 
companies rather than shutting them down. For example, Vattenfall slashed 
its carbon emissions by 70 per cent overnight in 2016²¹ by selling off the Box-
berg, Jänschwalde, Lippendorf and Schwarze Pumpe power plants as well as 
the Jänschwalde, Nochten, Reichwalde and Welzow-Süd lignite coal mines in 
eastern Germany to Energetický a Průmyslový Holding (EPH),²² a private compa-
ny controlled by Czech billionaire Daniel Křetínský.²³ The plants are still running 
at almost full capacity, producing 235 million tonnes of CO2 a year compared 
with an average of 263 million tonnes of CO2  in the years before the sale.²³ 
The German government has agreed to pay EPH US$1.98 billion to shut down 
the facilities by 2038.²⁵ 

Moreover, Vattenfall continues to burn coal in Berlin,²⁶ fossil gas,²⁷ and biomass 
wood chips pellets at 17 plants such as its Moabit plant in Berlin, Diemen in 
the Netherlands, and in various locations in Sweden. In addition, it is planning 
to expand these plants (for example by building a new 120 megawatt plant in 
Diemen),²⁸ using the argument that biomass energy is green, even though it 
involves intensive CO2 emissions, just not from fossil fuels.²⁹ 

The company is also a leader in using Investor State Dispute Settlement 
(ISDS) mechanisms to fight environmental regulation and protect profits. For 
example, Vattenfall pursued the government of Germany in 2009 to pay 
compensation of €1.4 billion, ostensibly to establish whether the com-
pany had been treated ‘fairly and equitably’, following the introduction 
of environmental requirements to protect the Elbe river from the 1.6 
gigawatt Moorburg coal-fired power station in Hamburg.³⁰,³¹ The plant 
was expected to use nearly 10 per cent of the carbon budget of German 
industry over its projected 40-year lifetime, despite producing just 2 per 
cent of total German electricity.³² The case was brought before the World 
Bank's International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID), 
but the German government agreed to settle the case in 2010 by removing 
the environmental safeguards and allowing the plant to proceed.³³ The plant 
began operations in February 2014 but ironically, in July 2021, Vattenfall shut 
down the plant after it became too expensive to maintain under European 
emissions trading rules.³⁴  

In May 2012, Vattenfall brought another ISDS case against Germany at 
the ICSID for €3.7 billion in compensation.³⁵ This case sought to challenge 
the decision to shut down the Brokdorf, Brunsbüttel and Krümmel nuclear 
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power plants, in the wake of the Fukushima disaster in Japan.³⁶ Feedback from 
Vattenfall noted that this ISDS claim was raised to seek clarification on whether 
they — a private, profit-making company — were treated. The case was closed 
in November 2021 after Vattenfall won a related case in the German Federal 
Constitutional Court that required Germany to reassess the compensation for 
closing down the plants — and after a payment of €1.425 billion to Vattenfall 
was agreed in March 2021.³⁷ Brokdorf — the last of the three to be shut down 
– was closed on schedule, on 31 December 2021.³⁸

Vattenfall Netherlands and its subsidiaries have been criticised criticised when 
they were awarded €536.3 million in public subsidies in the Netherlands be-
tween 2015 and 2020. They have been promised another €915 million for future 
projects. These subsidies came despite the fact that the firm’s share of renew-
able energy production in the country almost halved from 12.4 per cent to 6.4 
per cent between 2015 and 2019. Meanwhile Vattenfall Netherlands declared 
a total profit of €387 million over the same period and paid out no less than 
€1.183 billion in dividends.³⁹ In effect, the Dutch government subsidies were 
simply paid to the Swedish government in dividends.

In 2020, Vattenfall was criticised for demanding rebates from energy 
suppliers in Sweden after power prices on the open market fell unex-
pectedly. Public outrage caused Vattenfall to backtrack and apologise. The 
demand came just after the company declared a 7.7 billion kr profit (US$847 
million) and 5.298 billion kr (US$583 million) in dividends for shareholders.⁴⁰ 
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CORE CONTROVERSIES

Vattenfall is owned by the Swedish state and has  
taken advantage of energy privatisation beyond its borders  
by establishing large-scale energy projects in multiple  
European countries.

Vattenfall has been criticised for the environmental  
impacts, land grabbing and human rights violations caused  
by energy projects it is associated with. 

Vattenfall has sold off many of its coal assets to third  
parties rather than closing down operations. 

Between 2015 and 2020, Vattenfall Netherlands raked in  
€536.3 million in Dutch government subsidies, made  
€387 million in profits and paid out €1.183 billion in dividends,  
while almost halving its renewable energy production.  

Vattenfall plans to expand its 14 plants that burn coal  
and wood pellets, despite their high CO2 emissions.

Vattenfall is a prominent user of the ISDS mechanism,  
suing the German government for billions of euros  
over new environmental protection regulations and the  
state shut-down of nuclear power plants.

 
————

This report was shared with Vattenfall before publication. Some adjustments 
were made following their response.
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For over a century, energy multinationals have been wrecking the planet and exploiting peo-
ple in pursuit of profit. Now, power producers and technology manufacturers are marketing 
themselves as ‘green’ to boost their reputation and benefit from public subsidies, grabbing 
lands, violating human rights and destroying communities along the way. Our investigation of 
fifteen ‘green’ multinationals conclusively shows that financial returns, not decarbonisation, is 
their primary business. ‘Green’ capital has taken over the energy transition, dictating its pace 
and blocking climate policies that hamper its profits. It is time to take on these greenwashing 
corporations and reclaim the entire energy sector through public ownership and democratic 
governance.

Download the full report and the 14 other company profiles on 
https://www.tni.org/GreenMultinationals.
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